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Two-photon ionization of He¿ as a nonlinear optical effect in the soft-x-ray region

Kenichi Ishikawa* and Katsumi Midorikawa
Laser Technology Laboratory, RIKEN (The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research), Hirosawa 2-1, Wako-shi,

Saitama 351-0198, Japan
~Received 29 November 2001; published 27 March 2002!

We present numerical simulations of two-photon ionization of He1 by 27th harmonic pulses of a Ti:sapphire
laser. This process is chosen as a candidate for the experimental observation of a nonlinear optical effect in the
soft-x-ray domain. We solve the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation and evaluate the ionization probability
as the number of electrons absorbed by the mask function at the outer radial boundary. Our model can address
questions concerning possible saturation and quantum interference in ionization at high intensity and ultrashort
pulse duration with no ambiguity. According to our results, in spite of saturation of ionization found at intensity
higher than 1013 W/cm2, the ionization probability by a 30 fs harmonic pulse with a peak intensity of
(2 –5)31013 W/cm2, attainable with the latest progress in high-order harmonic generation, should be suffi-
ciently high to put the second-order nonlinear optical process in the soft-x-ray region within experimental
reach, along with desirable properties such as its nearly quadratic dependence on intensity and approximate
linearity in pulse width. Our simulations also show that the variation of the yield with the pulse width of the
27th harmonic is no longer linear for a pulse width shorter than 5 fs, while the dependence on intensity is still
quadratic. Our analysis on the ionization of He1 by a double pulse in such an ultrashort pulse regime shows
that the yield is not simply twice as large as that by a single pulse, but exhibits an oscillation of quantum origin
with the interval and the phase difference between the two pulses. A simple model of the oscillation is
discussed.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.65.043405 PACS number~s!: 32.80.Rm, 32.80.Qk
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nonlinear optics@1# is a field in physics with a long his
tory that studies the nonlinear interaction of intense lig
with matter. Optical phenomena are called nonlinear wh
the material response to an applied optical field depend
the field strength in a nonlinear fashion. Although theoreti
work @2# existed as early as 1931, it was not until the obs
vation of multiphoton transitions between Zeeman sublev
of an atom in the radiofrequency domain@3# that nonlinear
optical effects were experimentally demonstrated. Since
discovery of second-harmonic generation@4# and two-photon
excitation@5# in 1961, remarkable advances in laser techn
ogy have enabled a wide variety of nonlinear optical p
nomena@1#, including sum- and difference-frequency ge
eration, optical parametric oscillation, intensity-depend
refractive index, multiphoton ionization, and high-order h
monic generation~HHG!. Due to considerable progress
the development of x-ray lasers, synchrotron radiat
sources, free-electron lasers, and high-order harm
sources, high-intensity pulses in vacuum and extreme u
violet ~VUV-XUV ! and soft-x-ray regions have now becom
available.

Among these light sources, the simplicity of HHG is a
vantageous in that it involves only table-top devices in sh
pulse duration down to sub-fs@6,7# and in high intensity.
Using this type of radiation, two-photon and three-phot
ionization @8–10# of rare-gas atoms in VUV and XUV re
gions was realized. Takahashiet al. @11# recently succeeded
in the generation of 23rd to 31st harmonic pulses (l525.8
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234.8 nm) of a Ti:sapphire laser with a pulse width of 30
and an output energy as high as 300 nJ~or 4.531010 pho-
tons! per pulse. When such a soft-x-ray pulse is focused to
area of 10mm2 using a commercially available soft-x-ra
mirror, its average intensity may reach 1014 W/cm2. Now it
is time to tackle the problem of inducing nonlinear effects
the soft-x-ray domain. Chenet al. @12# proposed second
harmonic generation in the x-ray region using nonlinear
tical crystals such asb-BaB2O4, LiB3O5, and CsB3O5.
However, to our knowledge, its experimental demonstrat
has not been reported yet. Main obstacles may include h
x-ray absorption by these crystals and difficulty in estimat
their second-order nonlinear susceptibility.

In the present study, we perform numerical experiments
two-photon ionization of He1 by the 27th harmonic (l
529.6 nm) of a Ti:sapphire laser as a nonlinear optical
fect in the soft-x-ray region. Why He1? Because He1 is easy
to prepare from He, e.g., by means of optical field ionizat
using an intense laser or single-photon ionization with hig
order harmonics. Since the photon energy\vX541.85 eV
is not resonant with the 1s-2p transition energy\v21

540.8 eV but close to it, high yield~defined as the ratio o
the number of produced He21 ions to that of initially present
He1 ions! is expected. Moreover, this simple hydrogenli
system allows us to evaluate yield precisely. In fact, the cr
sections of this process calculated analytically by secon
order perturbation theory is 2.9310252 cm4 s @13#. This
value is only one order of magnitude lower than the tw
photon ionization cross section of Xe or Kr by the fifth ha
monic ~VUV ! @10# and that of neutral He by XUV@14#. The
number of photons per pulse at the 27th harmonic~up to
831010), which is much larger than in the VUV and XUV
©2002 The American Physical Society05-1
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KENICHI ISHIKAWA AND KATSUMI MIDORIKAWA PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 043405
ranges~up to a few 109 @10#!, can well compensate for thi
difference.

Why numerics, if we know the analytical cross sectio
The two-photon ionization of He1 is equivalent to that of
atomic hydrogen except for a factor stemming from the d
ference in nuclear charge. The history of analytical calcu
tion of the latter is nearly as long as that of nonlinear opt
experiments. A large amount of effort@15# has been devoted
to the refinement of the evaluation of transition matrix e
ments since the first attempt by Zernik@16#, and the cross
section is tabulated or graphed in the literature@13,17–19#.
Strictly speaking, however, these analytical values are v
only at the long-pulse and low-intensity limit. In order fo
the two-photon ionization of He1 to be experimentally dem
onstrated and to be applied to autocorrelation measurem
the variation of the He21 yield with harmonic intensity and
pulse width is required to be quadratic and linear, resp
tively. This relation is not guaranteeda priori at high inten-
sity and ultrashort pulse duration considered in the pres
study. Although experimental investigation exists on mu
photon ionization@20–24# of atomic hydrogen and two
photon ionization from its excited state, corresponding w
on two-photon ionization@25# of ground-state hydrogen i
lacking. We solve numerically the time-dependent Sch¨-
dinger equation~TDSE! for He1 interacting with an ul-
trashort intense 27th harmonic pulse, using the alterna
direction-implicit method@26#. This type of treatment can
deliver an umambiguous answer in the high-intensity a
ultrashort pulse regime. Moreover, it can easily handle
temporal variation of intensity.

Our simulations show that the two-photon ionizati
probability of He1 is sufficiently high to be experimentall
observed, with a yield of 3.331024 for the case of a 30 fs
pulse whose peak intensityI max is 531013 W/cm2. The de-
pendence of the He1 yield on I max is still nearly quadratic at
this intensity domain, although the ionization rate begins
saturate atI max.1013 W/cm2. On the other hand, the linea
ity of yield on pulse duration approximately holds for a pul
duration longer than 5 fs, while it breaks down for shor
pulses. Even in the latter case, the yield-intensity relat
remains quadratic. Thus, the two-photon ionization proba
ity of He1 is an attractive candidate for experimental obs
vation of a nonlinear optical effect in the soft-x-ray doma

Furthermore, we study two-photon ionization by a dou
pulse in the very short pulse domain (,5 fs). Our results
reveal that quantum interference effects manifest themse
as the dependence of ionization yield on the interval and
phase difference between the two pulses. The resulting o
lation in yield can be explained by a simple model whi
accounts for direct ionization from the ground state a
single-photon ionization from the 2p state populated by the
first pulse. This region of pulse width, though not suitab
for, e.g., autocorrelation experiments, may offer a unique
perimental test of quantum mechanics.

The present paper is organized as follows. Section II su
marizes the simulation model. In Sec. III, we apply t
model to the calculation of the ionization yield of He1 by a
single soft-x-ray pulse, and examine its variation with inte
sity and pulse duration. In Sec. IV, we study ionization by
04340
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ultrashort double pulse, with focus on the oscillation of t
yield with interval and relative phase. The conclusions
given in Sec. V.

II. MODEL

To study the interaction of a He1 ion initially in the
ground state (1s) with a soft-x-ray pulse, we solve the time
dependent Schro¨dinger equation in the length gauge,

i
]F~r ,t !

]t
5F2

1

2
“

22
2

r
2zEX~ t !GF~r ,t !, ~2.1!

whereEX(t) is the electric field of the pulse. Here we hav
assumed that the field is linearly polarized in thez direction.
Equation~2.1! is numerically integrated using the alternatin
direction-implicit ~Peaceman-Rachford! method @26#. The
numerical scheme is now well documented@26# and not dif-
ficult to implement. To reduce the difference between
discretized and analytical wave function, we scale the C
lomb potential by a few percent at the first grid point@27#. To
prevent reflection of the wave function from the grid boun
ary, after each time step the wave function is multiplied b
cos1/8 mask function@27# that varies from 1 to 0 over a width
of 2/9 of the maximum radius at the outer radial bounda
The ionization yield is evaluated as the decrease of the n
of the wave function on the grid, or equivalently, the numb
of electrons absorbed by the mask function. In typical cal
lations, we use a grid with a maximum radius of 125 a.u. a
maximum number of partial wavesLmax52. The grid spac-
ing is 0.125 a.u., and the time step is 1/65536 of an opt
cycle tL of the Ti:sapphire laser light, whose wavelength
800 nm.

III. TWO-PHOTON IONIZATION PROBABILITY

In this section, we examine the two-photon ionizati
probability of He1 by a short, intense 27th-harmonic puls
As was already mentioned, for applications such as pu
duration measurements by autocorrelation, the ioniza
probability should be not only sufficiently high but also qu
dratic in intensity and linear in pulse duration. We conside
single pulse whose electric field is given by

EX~ t !5FX~ t !sin~vXt !, ~3.1!

with FX being the pulse envelope, chosen to be Gaussia

A. Dependence on intensity

Figure 1 shows the yield of He21 obtained by a 27th-
harmonic pulse with a duration~FWHM! of 30 fs as a func-
tion of peak intensityI max. The solid line is the numerica
results. The ionization probability is 3.331024 at I max
5531013 W/cm2 and 5.631025 at I max5231013 W/cm2,
which is sufficiently high to be observed experimentally. T
dotted line is calculated by the analytical formu
*2`

` sI (t)2 dt, whereI (t) denotes the pulse intensity. Belo
I max51013 W/cm2 both lines virtually overlap. On the othe
hand, the numerical result is slightly smaller than the anal
5-2
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TWO-PHOTON IONIZATION OF He1 AS A NONLINEAR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 043405
cal value at higher intensity. This saturation of the He21

production is more clearly seen in the linear plot in the in
of Fig. 1. It should be noted that this is not due to the d
crease of He1 @28#. The decrease is as small as 1.231023

even atI max51014 W/cm2. Therefore, this alone cannot ex
plain the difference between the two curves seen in the i
of Fig. 1. Instead, the saturation is mainly due to the q
siresonant 1s-2p transition and the coupling of the 2p state
with the continuum.

Haberlandet al. @29# developed a theory with two dresse
states coupled to the ionization continuum. Following th
theory, the two-photon ionization rateW is given by

W5G2pS 12
d

2VR
D , ~3.2!

whereG2p is the energy width of the 2p state for ionization
to the continuum,VR5AV21d2/4 is the Rabi frequency,d
5vX2v21 is the detuning, andV is the dipole matrix ele-
ment between 1s and 2p states. SinceG2p andV are propor-
tional to intensityI, the rateW is proportional toI 2 at the low
intensity limit and toI at the high intensity limit@25#. Espe-
cially at the low intensity limit,W has the following form:

Wlow52G2pS V

d D 2

, ~3.3!

and the ratioR of W to Wlow is given by

R5
2

z S 12
1

A11z
D , ~3.4!

where z54V2/d2. z5I /(3.7731014 W/cm2) for the 27th
harmonic. In order to compare Eq.~3.4! with a numerical
result, we have performed a simulation with a constant
tensity of 531013 W/cm2 preceded by a Gaussian ram
which peaks att5133.4 fs with a FWHM of 90 fs, and we
obtained the ionization rateRsim51.4531010 s21. This

FIG. 1. Yield of He21 vs peak intensity of a Gaussian 27
harmonic pulse with a duration~FWHM! of 30 fs. The solid line
denotes numerical results obtained by solving the TDSE, and
dotted line is calculated as*2`

` sI (t)2 dt. Inset: the same in a linea
scale.
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value is 0.90 of that calculated from the quadratic relat
sI 251.6131010 s21. This ratio agrees well with the valu
0.91 obtained from Eq.~3.4!. Thus, the theory by Haberlan
et al. @29#, though, strictly speaking, valid only for the lon
pulse limit, is useful to understand the saturation of the io
ization probability as in Fig. 1.

We plot the yield of He21 by a 30 fs Gaussian pulse as
function of photon energy\vX for I max5231013 W/cm2

and 531013 W/cm2 in Fig. 2. We also plot their ratio in Fig
3. As can be seen from these two figures, if the soft-x-
pulse were closer to the resonance~40.8 eV! than the 27th
harmonic is, an approximately quadratic dependence on
tensity, one of the desirable properties, would be no lon
guaranteed. On the other hand, if it were farther away fr
the resonance, the ionization probability would be too lo
As for the 27th harmonic of a Ti:sapphire laser pulse,
ionization probability is high enough and, at the sam
time, approximately quadratic inI max even at I max

e

FIG. 2. The yield of He21 as a function of photon energy\vX

of a Gaussian pulse with a duration of 30 fs. The solid and do
lines correspond to peak intensityI max5531013 W/cm2 and
231013 W/cm2, respectively.

FIG. 3. The ratio of the yield He21 at I max5531013 W/cm2 to
that atI max5231013 W/cm2 as a function of photon energy\vX of
a Gaussian pulse with a duration of 30 fs. The upper dotted
indicates the value~6.25! expected for quadratic yield-intensity re
lation, and the lower~2.5! for linear relation.
5-3
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KENICHI ISHIKAWA AND KATSUMI MIDORIKAWA PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 043405
5531013 W/cm2 in spite of the saturation. Hence, the 27
harmonic is situated at a very convenient photon energy

B. Dependence on pulse width

Figure 4 displays the dependence of the He21 yield by a
Gaussian 27th harmonic pulse on its pulse durationt0
~FWHM!. The relation is evidently linear at the long puls
limit, but not obvious in an ultrashort pulse regime cons
ered in the present study. In Fig. 4, we can see that the lin
relation holds att0.5 fs. In this region, the two-photon
ionization of He1 by the 27th harmonic can be applied f
the measurement of pulse duration by autocorrelation. On
other hand, the linearity breaks down for shorter pulses. W
decreasingt0, the yield-to-pulse-width ratio first increase
and then decreases. This can be understood as follows
to the uncertainty principle, the width of photon energy
creases when the pulse duration decreases. The uncer
in \vX equal to the detuning of 1.05 eV (541.85240.8)
corresponds to a pulse durationt0'2 fs. When the pulse is
so short, the 2p level is resonantly populated, and, as a
sult, the ionization probability is augmented. In fact, we ha
found that the peak position of the photoelectron ene
spectrum shifts from 29.3 eV att056 fs to 28.8 eV att0
52 fs. Note that 2\vX2UI529.3 eV and that\vX
1\v212UI528.25 eV, whereUI denotes the ionization
potential of He1. When the pulse is shortened further, t
bandwidth is so large that most of it is too detuned to indu
ionization of He1.

In order to examine the dependence of the yield on int
sity for such an ultrashort pulse, we plot the ratio of the yie
at I max5531013 W/cm2 to that atI max5231013 W/cm2 as a
function of t0 in Fig. 5. We can see from this figure that ev
for such a small pulse width for which the linearity is n
valid, the ionization probability is still nearly proportional t
I max

2 . For example, in the case oft052 fs, the ioniza-
tion probability is 5.531025 at I max5531013 W/cm2 and
9.431026 at I max5231013 W/cm2. The ratio 5.9 is close to

FIG. 4. The He21 yield divided by the pulse duration~FWHM!
t0 of a Gaussian 27th harmonic pulse with a peak intensity
531013 W/cm2 ~solid line! and 231013 W/cm2 ~dotted line! as a
function of t0. Note that this quantity would be constant for the ca
of linear dependence of the yield on pulse duration.
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(5/2)2. Another point to notice is that the yield is near
perfectly quadratic inI max for t0,1 fs, for which the band-
width is again so large that most of it is sufficiently detun
for the quadratic relation.

In Fig. 6, we plot the ratio of the ionization probability b
a 30 fs pulse to that by a 15 fs pulse as a function of pho
energy. The peak intensity is 531013 W/cm2. The first au-
tocorrelation experiments in the soft-x-ray range might
performed with such values of pulse width. The yield is a
proximately linear in pulse duration as long as\vX is not
too close to the resonance.

IV. IONIZATION BY DOUBLE PULSE

In this section, we study the two-photon ionization
He1 by a 27th-harmonic double pulse in detail, especially
the case in which the duration of each pulse is 1 fs.
consider the electric field given by

EX~ t !5F1~ t !sin~vXt1f1!1F2~ t !sin~vXt1f2!,
~4.1!

f

FIG. 5. The ratio of the He21 yield at I max5531013 W/cm2 to
that at I max5231013 W/cm2 as a function of pulse widtht0

~FWHM! of a Gaussian pulse. The value expected for quadr
yield-intensity relation is 6.25.

FIG. 6. The ratio of the He21 yield by a Gaussian 27th har
monic pulse atI max5531013 W/cm2 with a duration of 30 fs to the
yield by a pulse with a duration of 15 fs.
5-4
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TWO-PHOTON IONIZATION OF He1 AS A NONLINEAR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 043405
with F1,2 andf1,2 being the envelope, chosen to be Gau
ian, and the phase of each pulse, respectively. The br
down of the linear dependence of the ionization yield
intensity has a remarkable consequence that the yield
He21 produced by a pulse train isnot proportional to the
number of pulses contained in the train. An example is ill
trated in Fig. 7. The solid line is the temporal evolution
the population of He21 produced by two consecutive 1-f
27th-harmonic pulses, each of which has a peak intensit
531013 W/cm2 at t52tL and 2tL13 fs, respectively, and a
phasef15f250. The production of He21 by the second
pulse is much larger than that by the first pulse. Suc
situation is not suitable for the pulse width measurement
autocorrelation. When the pulse is as short as 1 fs, the a
correlation experiments are possible only for more detu
pulses such as the 23rd harmonic (\vX535.65 eV), the re-
sult for which is plotted as a dotted line in Fig. 7.

Let us now, however, look at this situation from a com
pletely different point of view. The breakdown of linearity
a quantum effect which cannot be observed using lon
pulses. The progress of the pulse compression technique
enable the observation of such quantum effects. It is, th
fore, important to study how the final yield of He21 by
double pulse irradiation depends on the interval between
two pulses and on their relative phase.

Figure 8 shows the He21 yield by a 1-fs 27th-harmonic
double pulse as a function off2. Each pulse has a pea
intensity of 531013 W/cm2 at t52tL and 2tL14.148 fs,
respectively. The solid line is forf150 and the dashed line
is for f15p/2. We also plot the yield by a single pulse as
function of f1 as a dotted line. In the last case, the yield
seen to be independent off1, since the pulse is still much
longer than the optical period~0.0988 fs! of the harmonic.
On the other hand, in the case of double pulses, the fi
yield of He21 is an oscillating function ofDf5f22f1.
After the first pulse has passed, He1 is in a superposition of
1s and 2p states~the 2p population is 7.231022). Such a
system has a dipole moment oscillating with a frequen

FIG. 7. Temporal evolution of the He21 population by two con-
secutive 27th harmonic pulses~solid line! and 23rd harmonic pulse
~dotted line!, respectively. The width~FWHM! of each pulse is 1 fs,
the peak intensity is 531013 W/cm2, and the interval between th
two pulse peaks is 3 fs.
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corresponding to the energy difference\v2153/2 a.u. be-
tween 2p and 1s. Its periodTd is 0.1013 fs. The relation
between the phase of the oscillating dipole moment and
of the second soft-x-ray pulse causes an oscillation in
He21 yield as seen in Fig. 8.

In order to confirm this further, we have performed sim
lations by varying the intervalDt between the two pulse
peaks.f1 is fixed to zero andf252vXDt. Note that by
such a choice off1 and f2, not only the intensity of the
second pulse but also the electric field itself is shifted byDt
with respect to the first pulse. This is a situation realized
usual autocorrelation experiments. The simulation resul
plotted in Fig. 9. It is clear that the yield oscillates with th
same period as the dipole moment (Td).

Let us now investigate how the center and the amplitu
of the oscillation as in Figs. 8 and 9 depend on pulse int

FIG. 8. He21 yield by a 27th harmonic double pulse whos
electric field is of the form Eq.~4.1! as a function off2. Each pulse
with a duration of 1 fs has a peak intensity of 531013 W/cm2 at t
52tL and 2tL14.148 fs, respectively. Solid curve:f150. Dotted
curve: f15p/2. Dashed line: He21 yield by a single pulse as a
function of f1.

FIG. 9. He21 yield by a 27th harmonic double pulse as a fun
tion of the intervalDt between the two pulse peaks. Each pulse h
a Gaussian temporal profile with a duration of 1 fs and a p
intensity of 531013 W/cm2. The first pulse peaks att52tL . f1

50 andf252vXDt.
5-5
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KENICHI ISHIKAWA AND KATSUMI MIDORIKAWA PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 043405
sity. We have performed simulations by varying the pe
intensity of the second pulse while fixing that of the fir
pulse to 531013 W/cm2, and we obtained the center and t
amplitude, as defined in Fig. 8, of the oscillation of the nu
ber of He21 produced by the second pulse. Their depende
on the peak intensity of the second pulse is shown in Fig.
The production of He21 by the second pulse proceeds in tw
ways: one-photon ionization from 2p and two-photon ioniza-
tion from 1s. By taking their interference into account, th
transition amplitude of the entire process has the follow
form:

A~a0I 1!~a1I 2!1A~12a0I 1!~a2I 2
2!ei (Df1f0), ~4.2!

where I 1,2 is the peak intensity of the first and the seco
pulse, respectively.a0I 1 describes the excitation of the 2p
level by the first pulse,a1I 2 the ionization from 2p to the
continuum, anda2I 2

2 the two-photon ionization from 1s.
Then we can write the number of He21 produced by the
second pulse as

aI21bI2
21cI2

3/2cos~Df1f0!, ~4.3!

where

a5a0a1I 1 , ~4.4!

b5~12a0I 1!a2'a2 , ~4.5!

c52Aab. ~4.6!

The simulation result in Fig. 10 is very well fitted by a fun
tion of the form in Eq.~4.3! as is shown by dotted curves
though a small discrepancy is found for the highest value
I 2. The coefficientsa, b, and c obtained by the fitting are
listed in Table I along with their values for the case ofI 1

FIG. 10. The center~circle, left axis! and the amplitude~tri-
angle, right axis! of the oscillation of the number of He21 produced
by the second pulse as a function of its peak intensity. Each p
has a width of 1 fs, and the peak intensity of the first pulse
531013 W/cm2. Dotted lines are the fitting curves obtained usi
Eq. ~4.3!.
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5231013 W/cm2. From Table I, a is proportional to I 1
while b is approximately constant as is expected from E
~4.4! and ~4.5!, respectively. The relation Eq.~4.6! is also
roughly satisfied. Hence, the oscillation of the He21 yield
can be explained essentially by the simple phonomenolog
model discussed above.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Using numerical simulations, we have examined the s
ability of two-photon ionization of He1 by a 27th harmonic
pulse of a Ti:sapphire laser as a system for the experime
observation of a nonlinear optical effect in the soft-x-r
region. We have considered the pulse parameters acces
with a state-of-the-art high-order harmonic generation te
nique, namely, intensity up to 531013 W/cm2 and pulse
width as short as 1 –30 fs. Our simulation results have
vealed that such an ultrashort intense harmonic pulse sh
be sufficient to render realistic the observation of the seco
order nonlinear optical process. Although the saturation
fect reduces the ionization probability by about 10%
I max5531013 W/cm2, the variation of the He21 yield with
intensity is nearly quadratic even in this high-intensity r
gion. Moreover, the ionization is approximately proportion
to the pulse width att0.5 fs. These properties are desirab
for the experimental demonstration of the nonlinear effec

Our analysis of two-photon ionization by a harmon
double pulse with a duration of 1 fs has shown that the
terference between the direct two-photon process from
ground state and the single-photon process from the 2p state
populated by the first pulse induces oscillation in the He21

yield with the interval and the phase difference between
two pulses. The excitation to the 2p level is possible due to
the large bandwidth associated with the ultrashort pu
width. The oscillation period is precisely predictable fro
the 1s-2p transition energy. The detection of such an osc
lation may serve as a unique test of quantum mechanics
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TABLE I. The parametersa, b, and c obtained by fitting the
numerically obtained values of center and amplitude of the osc
tion of the He21 yield by the second pulse with Eq.~4.3!. The
intensity is in W/cm2. cth is the value ofc calculated froma andb
with Eq. ~4.6!. The numbers in brackets indicate powers of 10.

Intensity a b c cth

5@13# 1.37@218# 8.67@233# 2.00@225# 2.18@225#

2@13# 5.67@219# 9.77@233# 1.35@225# 1.49@225#
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